
Harvia’s Legend electric sauna heater, now in a new size, continues the Finnish sauna tradition and the 
story of unwavering Harvia quality! The compact Legend electric sauna heater brings the soft steam baths 
into small family saunas. Legend’s rustic steel frame contains a large amount of stones, creating the dis-
tinctive smooth steam bath. 

The heater, with fine details added by the blacksmith, is a true eye-catcher. The black Legend electric sau-
na heater, with its pillar shape and large amount of stones, can also be embedded impressively into the 
benches. Create something special with the comprehensive Legend selection. 

Choose the strong Legend and begin your own legendary sauna story. 

Enjoy Harvia Legend’s gentle steam bath  
in compact size!



The digital Xenio control panel makes it extremely easy to use. All the functions 
are integrated directly into the Legend heater, enabling easy installation whether 
you are building a new sauna or putting in a new heater in your old sauna. The 
buttons on the Xenio control panel are illuminated for ease of use even in dimly lit 
saunas. Use the control panel to adjust the temperature, lighting and timers. With 
the timer, you can have the sauna ready whenever it suits you. The control panel 
can be placed inside the sauna, doubling as a digital thermometer. The XE model 
can be started remotely, and the safety equipment can be integrated directly into 
the heater.

Harvia Legend XE

The Legend model E sauna heater, equipped with a separate control unit, enab-
les various connection options in home and especially in professional use. Select 
the Harvia control unit system that suits your needs best, or connect your Le-
gend model E electric sauna heater to your existing heater’s Harvia control unit. 

Harvia Legend E

Our Legend accessories add the finishing touch to the Har-
via Legend Home electric sauna stove. In our wide range 
of products, you can find protective sheaths, safety railings 
and embedding flanges for your sauna stove and add both 
style and extra security to your sauna. Complete your sauna 
experience with the Legend sauna accessories.

Elevate your sauna’s interior design  
with Legend accessories

Model: PO110XE, PO70XE
Dimensions: width 325 mm, depth 325 mm, height 1080 mm, weight 18,5 kg

6,8/11 kW 6–18 m3 100 kg

Model: PO110E, PO70E
Dimensions: width 325 mm, depth 325 mm, height 1080 mm, weight 18,5 kg

6,8/11 kW 6–18 m3 100 kg

Safety railing
HPO3

1 x protective 
sheath
HPO11

2 x protective 
sheath
HPO11



RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

Xenio
CX170
control unit

C170VKK
control unit

COMPLETE YOUR SAUNA EXPERIENCE WITH LEGEND ACCESSORIES

Legend sauna bucket
SASPO100

Legend ladle
SASPO101

Legend clothes hanger
SASPO103

Legend thermometer
SASPO104

Legend sauna light
SAS21107

Legend sauna doors,
gray, bronze, clear or 
satin

OPTIONS

Embedding flange
HPO2

Safety railing
HPO3
Illuminated safety 
railing HPO3L

Protective sheath
HPO11

Xenio WiFi-
lisävarustepaketti
CX001WIFI

Sauna heater 
stones Vulcaniitti, 
black AC3040 
(20 kg)

Sauna heater 
stones
AC3000 (20 kg)

Safety switch
SFE-D350

Sauna at your fingertips

Download

Harvia WiFi solutions, combined with the MyHarvia mobile app, have been 
designed to allow the safe and easy remote control of your sauna. These 
solutions allow you to switch on the sauna heater remotely and control ot-
her features that will save energy, as your sauna will be ready exactly when 
you are. The door sensor, a safety device included in the Harvia Xenio WiFi 
accessory package, keeps the sauna safe as it can be controlled remotely.  


